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“This story is about some bad pirates who were very greedy. 
They always wanted more money and more food. 
Some clever animals thought of a good way to teach them a 
lesson. What do you think the animals did to the greedy pirates?”

•  Retell events of the story in sequence.

•  Identify antonyms:  rich/poor  lazy/busy  none/plenty

•  Notice synonyms:  idea/plan  shining/bright

•  Focus on use of adjectives and adverbs to add meaning.

•  Note use of  instead of an a:  an island  an idea

•  Use commas to aid fluency and phrasing.  

•   Study use of apostrophe for possession:  ship’s  pirates’   

•  Review use of apostrophe in contractions:  I’m  we’re

•  Discuss use of dash for emphasis (page 16).

•  Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc. (back cover).

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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         Greedy Gus was a lazy pirate who always wanted

.    ,    to be rich He was greedy for money and he was

   .     also greedy about food He didn’t like working

,      .hard so he stole treasure from other people

Seven Seas
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      ,   .  Greedy Gus sailed on his old ship the Seven Seas

       His bad pirates helped him to steal treasure from

       .   other ships as they sailed across the sea They stole

, ,   . gold silver money and jewels
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     , Every time the pirates stole some more treasure

        . they took it to an island called Secret Island

          They hid sacks full of gold and money inside a  

      .dark cave in the middle of the island

Seven Seas
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